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The 2023 Global Investigative Journalism Conference isThe 2023 Global Investigative Journalism Conference is
scheduled for September 19-22 in Gothenburg, Sweden.scheduled for September 19-22 in Gothenburg, Sweden.  

Organizers expect more than 1,500 attendees from 120Organizers expect more than 1,500 attendees from 120
countries for the conference. Designed by journalists forcountries for the conference. Designed by journalists for
journalists, GIJCs are widely respected for their focus onjournalists, GIJCs are widely respected for their focus on
practical skills, technology and training. The event will featurepractical skills, technology and training. The event will feature
over 150 cutting-edge panels, workshops and networkingover 150 cutting-edge panels, workshops and networking
sessions, ranging from cross-border collaboration andsessions, ranging from cross-border collaboration and
tracking corruption to advanced data analysis. Here’s a chancetracking corruption to advanced data analysis. Here’s a chance
to learn from Pulitzer Prize winners, data journalism pioneers,to learn from Pulitzer Prize winners, data journalism pioneers,
and the field’s best practitioners from every corner of theand the field’s best practitioners from every corner of the
world.world.  

Dubbed The World Expo of Muckraking, the GIJCs are hugeDubbed The World Expo of Muckraking, the GIJCs are huge
training events, featuring practical panels and workshops ontraining events, featuring practical panels and workshops on
the latest investigative techniques, data analysis, onlinethe latest investigative techniques, data analysis, online
research, cross-border collaboration, and more by the bestresearch, cross-border collaboration, and more by the best
journalists in the field. The conferences have trained nearlyjournalists in the field. The conferences have trained nearly
10,000 journalists, and played a key role in the global spread10,000 journalists, and played a key role in the global spread
of investigative journalism, sparking the formation ofof investigative journalism, sparking the formation of
investigative teams, nonprofit newsrooms, and headline-investigative teams, nonprofit newsrooms, and headline-
making stories around the world.making stories around the world.

The 13th Global InvestigativeThe 13th Global Investigative
Journalism Conference: #GIJC23Journalism Conference: #GIJC23



I feel extremely privileged to have attended these sessions. What I could not learn in ten years
of my professional life, this conference taught me much more than that. For a journalist from a
developing country, such conferences are a once in a lifetime opportunity.
Sharad Vyas, Deputy Editor, The Hindu (India)

The conference was simply amazing. You did an incredible job in bringing together, training
and empowering hundreds of journalists with different backgrounds. It provided a tremendous
opportunity in learning skills, debating hot issues or simply networking. 
Nikolas Leontopoulos, New York Times & Reuters (Greece)

GIJC was to me the biggest assembly of troublemakers anywhere in the world. What an
explosive conference -– it allowed for true fraternity among investigative journalists, ideas
sharing, networking, collaboration, learning and capacity building. I’m eternally grateful to the
organizers. I’m fired up and inspired to do more investigative reporting. 
Yekeen Akinwale, International Centre for Investigative Reporting (Nigeria)

The Global Conference — In Attendees’ Own Words



The conference has enabled me to feel again very deeply how important it is to do journalism. At
times I was very emotionally influenced. The conference reminded me that I need to work
harder and do more. Thank you for all.
Pinar Dag, Data Journalism Turkey (Turkey) 

A brilliant opportunity to learn more about work of our colleagues from different countries,
learn about best practices, tools and techniques. It is the most useful conference that I attend
in many years because I was able to use some new knowledge immediately in my work.
Thank you! 
Vyacheslav Abramov, Vlast.kz (Kazakhstan)

The GIJC team did an incredible job… The sessions were great and I kept taking notes until my
hand hurt. The tips will be quite helpful over the coming months. 
Ronald Musoke, The Independent (Uganda)

The Global Conference — In Attendees’ Own Words



+1,668 attendees from a record 144 countries;

358 fellowships to journalists from 99 developing and transitioning countries;

Scores of workshops and panels on investigative tools and techniques, data analysis, following the money, cross-border
collaboration taught by the most enterprising reporters on the planet;

A record 17 networking sessions in 9 languages attended by 700 people;

A global conversation on investigative journalism, transparency and corruption, generating 7,341 Tweets reaching an
estimated 32 million people; 

Gender parity in speakers and attendees;

98% of survey respondents ranked the conference as “extremely useful” or “very useful”; 

99.3% of survey respondents would attend again;

91% said GIJN had increased their capacity as journalists;

Attendees came from newspapers, online media, nonprofit newsrooms, NGOs and academia;

20% identified themselves as editors, news managers or directors, and 6% as educators and trainers.

The Last Global Conference (#GIJC21) in Numbers



Sponsorships at #GIJC23Sponsorships at #GIJC23

Tiered sponsorships are available to interestedTiered sponsorships are available to interested
groups. Our top sponsorship level begins atgroups. Our top sponsorship level begins at
US$50,000. At the opposite end, our “5 or 5”US$50,000. At the opposite end, our “5 or 5”
program, by which groups either send fiveprogram, by which groups either send five
people or contribute $5,000, allows GIJNpeople or contribute $5,000, allows GIJN
member organizations to become co-sponsorsmember organizations to become co-sponsors
at the entry level.at the entry level.  

The conference also provides fellowships forThe conference also provides fellowships for
journalists from developing and transitioningjournalists from developing and transitioning
countries to attend the event. Co-sponsors cancountries to attend the event. Co-sponsors can
designate that their funds be directly applied todesignate that their funds be directly applied to
these travel grants, with the sponsor’s namethese travel grants, with the sponsor’s name
publicly associated with the fellowship.publicly associated with the fellowship.  



$50,000 and Above$50,000 and Above
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US$ 25,000-49,999

Logo in the middle category

Invitation to donor breakfast

Free vendor’s table

Three free passes to GIJC23.

Mention on lists of conference

sponsors in the online site, the

online app, and hanging

banners at the event.
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Logo in the top category

Invitation to donor breakfast

Free vendor's table

Five free passes to GIJC23

Mention on lists of conference

sponsors in the online site, online

app, and hanging banners at the

event.



US$ 10,000-24,999

Logo in the middle category

Invitation to donor breakfast.

Mention on lists of conference

sponsors on the online site

(middle category), the online

app, and hanging banners at

the event.
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U$5,000-$9,999U$5,000-$9,999

Mention on lists of conferenceMention on lists of conference

sponsors in the online site (lowsponsors in the online site (low

category), the online app, andcategory), the online app, and

hanging banners at the event.hanging banners at the event.

GIJN member organizations and partnersGIJN member organizations and partners

are eligible to become co-sponsors byare eligible to become co-sponsors by

contributing $5,000-$9,999 or sending atcontributing $5,000-$9,999 or sending at

least five people to the conference (forleast five people to the conference (for

groups outside Sweden). For groupsgroups outside Sweden). For groups

inside Sweden, at least 10 people must beinside Sweden, at least 10 people must be

sent.sent.    Sponsors receive:Sponsors receive:
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The Global Investigative Journalism Network serves as the international hub for the world’s investigative reporters, with 235
member nonprofits in 89 countries. Its staff works in a dozen languages daily, giving watchdog reporters the tools, technology, and
training to go after abuses of power and lack of accountability. 

The Fojo Media Institute, based at Linnaeus University in southern Sweden, works with partners around the world to strengthen and
develop journalism and media so that it can contribute to a more democratic and sustainable world. 

Foreningen Gravande Journalister, the Swedish Association of Investigative Journalism, is a non-profit organization dedicated to
the promotion and inspiration of profound, critical journalism. The association’s goal is to offer courses and seminars that improve
the sharing of knowledge between journalists. 

About the Host

For more information:
International: 
Gabriela Manuli, GIJN / gabriela.manuli@gijn.org

Sweden:  
Sofia Hultqvist, Fojo / sofia.hultqvist@lnu.se

https://www.fgj.se/
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